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3111 Heaven-defying divine effect 

“Chi …” 

Before the green spider could react to what had happened, its face was splattered by the green spider’s 

blood and flesh, and it was scared silly. 

“Fourth sister! Don’t be dazed! Hurry up! Quickly Dodge …” 

The green spider’s avatar flew out. It was three meters tall, with the upper body of a woman and the 

lower body of the spider’s eight sickle-like legs. 

Her physical body had been destroyed in the time it took for a spark to fly off a Flint. 

Although she wanted to remind the green spiders to run away, Luo puti would not give them the chance 

to do so. 

“BOOM! Whoosh! Whoosh!” 

A moment later, the same situation occurred on the green spider’s body! 

A ray of Saint Duke’s divine light hit the green spider’s heart, and then countless golden blades burst 

out. In the blink of an eye, the green spider’s body was cut into mincemeat. 

“It’s … It’s terrifying …” 

When the green spider came back to his senses, he was only left with an avatar like the green spider. 

Looking back at where they had been standing, there were only two pools of blood left on the ground. 

They were like fireworks, bright red and gorgeous. 

A second ago, the green spider and the blue spider had no idea how powerful Luo puti was. They 

thought that Luo puti was just an ordinary peak earth immortal realm warrior and they could easily kill 

her if they worked together. 

A second later, the green spider and the green spider realized that Luo puti’s power was beyond 

description. Even if there were 10 of them, they would not be able to defeat Luo puti. 

Luo puti’s power had completely surpassed that of a peak earth level deity! 

In terms of individual combat power, Chen Xiaobei was probably the only one who could beat Luo puti 

in terms of the acalanatic spiritual treasure and primordial spirit attack. No other earth level deity could 

be compared to her! 

“Big sister Bodhi is so strong! In the blink of an eye, he had killed those two hateful women! He had 

completely reversed the situation! It was simply too satisfying! It’s so satisfying!” 
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In the distance, Zi Yuan cheered in surprise, like a cute little butterfly, flying up and down, excited 

beyond belief. 

“Big sister Bodhi, you’re so, so, so, so handsome!” 

Inferno spirit and Xuan po were also dancing with joy and excitement, ” “One against two, crushing 

them! He beat the enemy until they were dumbfounded and had no temper! He’s so handsome!” 

“Too … Too strong …” 

The rebirth ghost king was stunned on the spot. He was a ghost himself, but he had an expression as if 

he had seen a ghost. He was so shocked that his voice was trembling. that golden divine light can 

actually forcibly increase the strength of true Yuan … It’s a divine skill … 

“Fourth sister! We can’t preserve our strength anymore! I have to use the heavenly net demonic silk to 

subdue this woman!” 

On the battlefield, the green spider and the blue spider had already experienced Luo puti’s terror. They 

no longer dared to underestimate Luo puti. They were even ready to use their strongest trump card to 

deal with her. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

The avatars of the blue spider and the green spider retreated in two different directions, creating an 

appropriate distance. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

In the next moment, the avatars of the green spider and the green spider shot out large amounts of 

green and green spider silk from their bellies. 

It was obvious that their physical bodies had been destroyed. The spider silk they spat out was not 

physical, but an illusionary spider silk formed by the combination of primordial spirit attacks and true 

essence. 

Without the support of the actual spider silk, the defensive power of the illusionary tianluo spider silk 

that the green and green spiders were shooting out would be greatly reduced. 

Although it could still seal a person’s vital essence and nascent soul, it could no longer resist the power 

of a heavenly immortal. Even Luo puti’s current power could not resist it. 

However, the most powerful part of the Tian Luo spider silk was its ability. 

As long as Luo puti was touched by even a tiny bit of the tianluo spider silk, she would not be able to use 

her vital essence. Her Dharmakaya and nascent soul would not be able to leave her body. She would die! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Without a doubt, the Tian Luo spider silk was the last hope of the green and blue spiders. 

Therefore, they did not hold back and used all their spiritual energy to release the Tian Luo spider silk to 

the strongest, fastest, and widest extent! 



As long as Luo puti made a slight mistake, the green spider and the green spider could turn the tide with 

the tianluo spider silk. 

By then, Luo puti and Chen Xiaobei would be dead for sure. Even though the green spiders and the 

green spiders would lose their bodies, they would be able to gain something that was worth far more 

than their bodies! 

It was definitely worth it! No! It was definitely worth it! 

“Big sister Bodhi! You must Dodge with confidence! As long as you don’t let the spider silk Touch your 

body, the mental energy of those two Demonesses will soon be exhausted, and you’ll be defeated 

without even fighting!” 

Zi Yuan was a smart girl and immediately reminded Luo puti loudly. 

“Well said!” 

Inferno spirit and black soul were also very worried about the battle situation and quickly said, ” “Big 

sister Bodhi! You can choose not to attack at all! As long as he focused on avoiding the spider web, 

victory would be at his fingertips! Don’t be too hasty and careless!” 

The rebirth ghost king also nodded heavily and said,”although the two Demonesses have used their 

strongest trump cards, the chances of winning are still not high!” After all, miss Bodhi is too fast. She can 

easily avoid all the spider threads!” 

It was clear that everyone had already seen through the trend of the battle and had already seen the 

best way to win. 

That was to Dodge! 

As long as Luo puti dodged the attacks of all the Skynet demonic threads, she would be able to win 

without any bloodshed. 

This was definitely the most energy-saving and safest method. 

However! 

However, the scene that happened was enough to shock everyone! 

“Whoosh …” 

The tianluo spider silk was like an inescapable net, but Luo puti did not move at all. She had no intention 

of dodging. 

“Big sister Bodhi! What the hell are you doing! Quickly hide …” 

Zi Yuan, infernal spirit, and Xuan po, the three little fellows could not help but scream. 

The rebirth ghost King’s pupils contracted, his scalp went numb, and his heart was about to fly out of his 

throat. 

“Is that woman crazy … Why didn’t she Dodge …” 



Even the green spider and the green spider were dumbfounded, unable to believe their eyes. 

In their eyes, if Luo puti did not Dodge, she would be dead! 

Once Luo puti was dead, Chen Xiaobei would be dead, and Zi Yuan and the rest would be buried with 

her. No one could escape! 

No one could understand why Luo puti would make such a decision. He couldn’t be tired of living, right? 

“There’s no way Subhuti will lose this long battle!” 

Chen Xiaobei was the only one who remained calm. He slowly raised his left hand, and the lethal poison 

of the life-demanding heavenly centipede had completely disappeared! 

Chen Xiaobei had removed the poison himself. 

However, the heavenly astral dark patterns were an essence soul attack of the black blood heavenly 

astral. 

This meant that Luo puti’s Saint Duke’s divine light had the ability to nullify primordial spirit attacks! 

He didn’t Dodge! He was still undefeated! 
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3112 Absolute suppression 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, a vast number of tianluo demonic threads enveloped Luo puti. 

However, Luo puti did not Dodge at all. She just stood there quietly as if nothing had happened. 

“Hiss … Hiss … Hiss …” 

To everyone’s surprise, the powerful tianluo demonic silk turned into smoke and scattered in the wind 

as soon as it touched the Holy Duke’s divine light. 

It was like a drop of water falling on red-hot steel, and it would instantly evaporate into white mist. 

Just like that, no matter how many threads fell, they could not touch Luo puti at all! 

how did this happen … How did this happen … 

The three views of the green spider and the blue spider had completely collapsed. They even began to 

doubt their lives.”Even three-star heaven Immortals can’t do anything to our Sky Net demonic silk … 

How did that woman manage to dissolve it? She … Who exactly is she? Is he a true immortal?” 

Even Zi Yuan and the other three great demons were stunned. They could not believe their eyes. big 

sister Bodhi is so powerful … That golden divine light is a heaven-defying skill! 

“Saint Duke’s divine light …” 
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Chen Xiaobei stood where he was, a complicated look in his eyes. “Increase your true Qi by 50%! It could 

dissolve the primordial spirit attack! Every single one of them was an existence that could be called a 

divine technique! Also, it seems like there are more than just these two abilities in Saint Duke’s heavenly 

vein …” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was the first one to feel the effects of Saint Duke’s divine light! 

When Chen Xiaobei was under the effect of the life-saving scale, he had to cut off one of his arms to 

save his life. 

However, Luo puti simply injected a stream of Saint Duke divine light into Chen Xiaobei’s body. The 

thousand feet dark pattern of the life-demanding heavenly centipede was directly dissolved. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei used acupuncture to detoxify the poison. By then, he had completely 

recovered, as if nothing had happened. 

From this, it could be seen that Saint Duke’s divine light was the nemesis of primordial spirit attacks! 

Now, with the rise of reincarnated earth Immortals, there were more and more peak earth Immortals in 

the earth immortal world. 

In a situation where the cultivation base and magic treasure were the same, the Trump cards that both 

sides relied on the most were naturally mysterious and all kinds of primordial spirit attacks. 

Amaterasu’s exploding stars, the gold armored darkspider’s darkgold spider silk, the black blood scale’s 

life-threatening scale, the spider demon’s demonic silk, and even Chen Xiaobei’s severing the heavens 

with a single thought. 

Each of these primordial spirit attacks had a special effect that was superior to cultivation. 

As long as it was used at the right time, it could often turn the situation around and have the effect of 

counterattacking a strong enemy. 

However, Luo puti’s Saint Duke divine light could actually nullify primordial spirit attacks! 

In other words, if the quality of the Holy divine light reached the God-level, it could dissolve all God-level 

primordial spirit attacks! If Saint Duke’s divine light was a Saint-tier weapon, even Chen Xiaobei’s divine 

will would not have any effect on Luo puti! 

At this moment, the Skynet spider silk was at least a primordial spirit attack of a seven-star heaven 

immortal. 

This was enough to prove that the quality of Saint Duke’s divine light was at least above that of a seven-

star heaven immortal. 

 of course, the Tian Luo spider silk did not have a physical body to support it, so it turned into smoke and 

dispersed. 

If it was a physical spider web, the Saint Duke divine light could only nullify primordial spirit attacks. Luo 

puti herself would have to condense a layer of physical vital essence to resist the physical spider web. 

Of course, the Saint Duke’s divine light had another ability other than nullifying soul attacks! 



That was to increase his true essence by nearly 50%! If they were fighting at the same level, a 50% 

difference in power was equivalent to a difference of two minor realms! The battle had basically lost its 

suspense! 

Even if the bodies of the green and green spiders were not destroyed and could still shoot out the silk, 

they would not be able to hurt Luo puti at all. 

One could only imagine how terrifying the Saint Duke heavenly lineage’s two special abilities were! 

And the most important thing! 

Chen Xiaobei’s primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual was confirmed to be a 

divine skill that could increase one’s combat power by 30%! 

The Saint Duke heavenly Meridian could strengthen Luo puti’s vital essence by 50%! 

This might mean that the Saint Duke heavenly bloodline was also a God-level existence! It was even 

possible that he was a martial Saint! 

Chen Xiaobei’s heart skipped a beat when he thought of this. 

Even if one’s imagination was at its peak, one would never have guessed that Luo puti actually had such 

a terrifying bloodline! 

“BOOM! BOOM!” 

At the same time, the spiritual power of the blue and green spiders was greatly depleted. Luo puti used 

her two vital essence to severely injure the Dharmakaya of the two Demonesses. Even their nascent 

souls were injured and they lost their ability to fight. 

Obviously, Luo puti wanted to keep the green spider and the green spider alive so that Chen Xiaobei 

could steal their cultivation. So, she had restrained her strength. 

If Luo puti did not show any mercy and used her two streams of vital essence, it would be enough to 

destroy the green spider and the green spider’s Dharmakaya in an instant, obliterating their nascent 

souls and dispersing their souls! 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

Then, Luo puti released two more streams of ethereal force and took the storage bracelets from green 

spider and green spider. Then, she walked towards Chen Xiaobei. 

“Hey, what are you daydreaming about? The enemy has been dealt with. What do you think we should 

do?” 

A warm smile appeared on Luo puti’s ice-cold face. She looked at Chen Xiaobei with an exceptionally 

gentle expression. 

In front of outsiders, Luo puti was always the Ice Queen who kept people at arm’s length! When she was 

fighting against her enemies, Luo puti’s divine light had protected her body, and she was so 

domineering! 



But now, in front of Chen Xiaobei, Luo puti had suddenly become a gentle and lovely little woman. 

“Ah? Good …” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down. His strong state of mind allowed him to suppress his shock and 

regain his composure. 

In comparison, Zi Yuan and the other three great demons were still frozen on the spot like wooden 

chickens. They were so shocked that they could not even speak. 

lock these two Demonesses up first. We’ll deal with them when we get back to bei Xuan faction! 

Chen Xiaobei then locked the green spider and the green spider into the spirit condensing space. 

Chen Xiaobei had a lot of questions in his mind. He wanted to ask what the green spiders and the green 

spiders were planning. How many accomplices did he have? Then where did the life-demanding 

heavenly centipede come from? 

However, both the green and green spiders were 100% loyal to their master. Even if Chen Xiaobei 

threatened them with their lives, they would not say a word. 

Therefore, he would just lock her up and save his saliva. 

As for the storage bracelets of the green and blue spiders, they were almost exactly the same as the 

blue spiders. 

In total, he found two strings of peak earth-god spiritual bells, more than 40 million upper-grade 

spiritual stones, and some ordinary healing pills. 

After putting the spiritual stones into his infinite space ring, Chen Xiaobei’s cash was now 8.55 billion 

superior-grade spiritual stones. 

Chen Xiaobei used the chaos Blood Sword to absorb the essence of the two magical bells and all the 

pills. This would upgrade the chaos Blood Sword to nine-star earth-god level. 

Finally, Chen Xiaobei’s attention was once again captured by something. 

That was because there was still an intact life-saving Heavenly Phoenix left in each of the two storage 

bracelets! 
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Chapter 3113: breaking news 

 “The Golden-armored Spider Emperor said that the black blood Fiend Phoenix Clan only produces one 

Tian Huan every three thousand years! And all the poisonous blood of a Tian Huan can only refine one 

portion of the life-threatening Tian Huan!” 

what?! Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and said, ” the spider demoness still has such a rare poison! If 

each of the Seven Sisters had one, that would be seven portions of life-threatening heavenly spirits! 

There was no doubt that there was a huge secret behind this! I have to figure it out!” 
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Luo puti was also an Earthling. When she heard Chen Xiaobei’s words, she could not help but say, ” “Are 

you talking about the seven Spider demons in the silk cave?” 

As an Earthling, he was very familiar with the story of the cave. 

Besides, Luo puti had been with Chen Xiaobei all the way from earth, so she had some understanding of 

the situation in the red envelope group. 

Thus, a natural Association was formed. 

“If I’m not mistaken …” 

Luo puti frowned and said,’among the seven Spider demons in the silk cave, there’s a senior brother 

known as the hundred eye demon sovereign! That guy is a centipede that cultivated into a demon!” 

“Yeah! I was too immersed in the battle just now and didn’t remember such a person!” 

“There are hundreds of eyes under the hundred eye demon sovereign’s ribs!” Chen Xiaobei said. Back 

then, he took off his clothes and raised his arms. Yellow mist spread out from under his ribs, and golden 

light shot out from his hundred eyes. He could seal people in the net of light!” 

“This is probably an extremely powerful primordial spirit attack! Back then, even brother monkey was 

unable to break free from it! Fortunately, everything has its Vanquisher. Bodhisattva pilan po used the 

embroidery needle refined from Pleiades Sun Star official’s eyes to subdue the hundred eye demon 

sovereign!” 

“However, I remember that the hundred eye demon sovereign did not die. Instead, it returned to its 

original form, a seven-foot-long centipede. It was taken to the thousand flowers cave of Amethyst 

Mountain to guard the entrance! Since he didn’t die, he wouldn’t have reincarnated into the human 

world …” 

Chen Xiaobei was confused again. 

It was not easy to find clues about the hundred eye demon sovereign, but this fellow had not 

reincarnated into the human world. 

“I understand!” 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was very smart. He immediately came up with the most reasonable speculation, 

” “The hundred eye demon sovereign might be the contract owner of the three Spider demons today!” 

it must be the hundred eye demon sovereign guiding them from behind. That’s how they were able to 

obtain the inheritance and quickly become peak earth Immortals. That’s also how they found more than 

one set of the life-demanding heavenly generals! 

Obviously, such a deduction was extremely reasonable and had a high possibility. 

however, the hundred eye demon sovereign is only above average among the demons. It is impossible 

for it to have the ambition to replace mother Nuwa! 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and continued to plan, ” the blue spider personally said that her 

contract master wanted to replace mother Nuwa! 



“Looking at it this way, the hundred eye demon sovereign isn’t the contracted master of the spider 

demon! Instead, I’m serving the contracted master of the spider demon …” 

since the hundred eye demon sovereign is working for that mysterious figure, there will naturally be 

more people working for that mysterious figure! 

“In other words, the three Spider demons today will most likely have many more allies in the human 

world! There’s a great conspiracy!” 

Chen Xiaobei tensed up at the thought. “No! I have to figure this out. Otherwise, if something happens 

to these three Spider demons, their accomplices will definitely take revenge on me! If I don’t make 

preparations, I’m afraid I won’t even know how I died!” 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei had to face the entire chanism’s crazy schemes. 

If another demonic faction became his enemy, Chen Xiaobei’s situation in the human world would be 

even more dangerous. 

After all, after today’s battle, Chen Xiaobei had realized that his current strength was far from being 

invincible in the human world. 

If Luo puti didn’t help, he would probably be dead today. 

Because of this, Chen Xiaobei could not afford to underestimate his enemy. He had to be careful and 

take each step carefully. Otherwise, he might lose the game if he made a wrong move! 

The first thing Chen Xiaobei needed to do was to figure out the situation of the enemy forces. 

If there was a chance, he would take the initiative to attack and wipe out these enemies in one fell 

swoop! 

Even if they didn’t have a chance, they still had to make defensive preparations in advance. They 

couldn’t be caught off guard by the enemy like today and almost lose their lives! 

“Let’s go! Let’s go back to bei Xuan faction now!” 

Chen Xiaobei then put the four demonic beasts back into the Sumeru space and activated the returning 

bracelet to return to bei Xuan faction with Luo puti. 

…… 

After returning to bei Xuan faction, Luo puti immediately went into seclusion. She said that she wanted 

to understand all the abilities of Saint Duke’s heavenly bloodline and stabilize all her newly acquired 

abilities. 

Chen Xiaobei immediately gathered Hong Hai ‘er, Nezha, and Lin Nan. 

That’s right! 

Chen Xiaobei transferred the three Spider demons ‘cultivation to the three young men and removed 

their mental demon contracts. 

In the past, these three youths had unstable hearts and only knew how to play like crazy. 



However, ever since they came to the earth-god Realm and the Army of beixuan left Jiuli, the three 

teenagers had picked up their weapons and participated in the battle. Their minds and state of mind had 

been greatly tempered. 

Chen Xiaobei had given the three of them the cultivation of a peak earth-god because he had absolute 

trust in them and also because he hoped that they would be able to take on more responsibilities as 

men and become the top powerhouses under bei Xuan! 

The three young men’s blood was boiling, and they could not wait to help Chen Xiaobei achieve 

something. 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed. He handed them over to Jiang Ziya to be deployed to the front line. 

The three Spider Demonesses were now disabled. Chen Xiaobei could not be bothered to kill them, so 

he locked them up in the spirit-condensing space. 

In the future, he would either kill their contract Masters and take them all in as female slaves, making 

them massage their shoulders and legs to serve him! Or, they could hand them over to mother Nuwa, 

which could be considered a big favor to the Orthodox demon race! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei did not rest for even a second. He went to look for six-eared macaque. 

After the battle at the demonic remains, the six-eared macaque had become Lu Yue. 

Recently, the six-eared macaque had been busy digesting the massive amount of information in Lu Yue’s 

mind. 

Chen Xiaobei was looking for six-eared macaque for a very clear reason. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not dare to hold the life-demanding heavenly centipede with his bare hands. Instead, 

he wrapped it in ethereal force and brought it to six-eared macaque. 

“Help me look at this thing! Is there any relevant information in Lu Yue’s memory?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“This …” 

Six-eared macaque’s eyes narrowed. “This is Lu Yue’s life-demanding heavenly armor! Bro bei, why do 

you have this thing?” 

“What? This is Lu Yue’s imitation?” 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. “Hasn’t lu Yue been working for Shen Gongbao? How come they are 

colluding with the spider demons?” 
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“Spider demon!” 
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Six-eared macaque was shocked as well. “Bro bei, did you go out and fight with the spider demon? You 

… Are you alright?” 

“I’m fine!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, ” “Don’t ask me any questions yet! Tell me all the 

information you’ve dug out from Lu Yue’s brain!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei put the life-demanding heavenly centipede back into his storage bracelet. 

This kind of thing, even if exposed to the air, would have unpredictable danger. 

“Alright!” 

Six-eared macaque tried to calm himself down and said, ” “It’s a long story. First of all, the contract 

owner of Lu Yue and his two disciples is ju liusun, one of the twelve golden Immortals of the clan of 

enlightenment! Lu Yue’s other three disciples “contract owners are the direct disciples of ju liusun, tu 

xingsun!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed. 

He had never thought that Lu Yue and his five disciples would be under the control of ju liusun and 

tuxingsun. 

Chen Xiaobei also knew that earth traveler sun’s wife, Deng junyu, had also reincarnated into the human 

world. 

Back then, Chen Xiaobei could not understand why the contract owner of Deng Jie Yu was not tu 

xingsun. At this moment, the answer was revealed! 

“I believe bro bei has already guessed it! He was afraid that keeping Sun Ming was serving the clan of 

enlightenment on the surface, so he asked Lu Yue to help Shen Gongbao with his five disciples!” 

“But ju liusun has secretly formed an alliance with an ambitious demon,” six-eared macaque said. He’s 

prepared to come up with a world-shaking conspiracy in this immeasurable catastrophe!” 

“In Lu Yue’s memory, he only followed ju liusun’s orders and provided help to the spider demons in the 

silk cave. However, he did not tell Lu Yue about the whole plan of leaving behind his grandson! Lu Yue 

also doesn’t know the identity of that mysterious monster.” 

“However, Lu Yue had made his own guess! That mysterious demon could make ju liusun betray the clan 

of enlightenment and cooperate with him! It was at least at the quasi-Sage level! In the demon race, 

such existences are basically countable with one’s fingers!” 

“The Golden-winged ROC! Mahamayuri! Daolord Lu ya! The demon master kun Peng! Ancestor Dragon 

Hong Huang! The seven-colored celestial Phoenix! The five-colored Qilin … One of these huge demons is 

the mastermind behind the great Jing Tian conspiracy!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was once again filled with shock. At the same time, he also denied some of his 

previous speculations. 



“Earlier, the blue spider said that her contract master wanted to replace mother Nuwa! It seems like the 

blue spider itself doesn’t even know who is the mastermind behind this conspiracy!” 

Chen Xiaobei squinted his eyes and thought,’the big demons that Liu er has listed out are all of 

extraordinary status! In the winter solstice festival, their selection order would definitely be very high! 

There are so many powerful ancient Immortals to choose from, so why would I choose a little demon 

like blue spider?” 

“There is only one truth! The mastermind must have chosen three powerful ancient Immortals! And the 

blue spider was only chosen by the leader’s subordinate! Because the blue spider did not have the right 

to know the entire plan, it mistakenly thought that its subordinate was the leader!” 

“That is to say, even if I let six ears turn into a blue spider, I won’t be able to find the final answer from 

the blue spider’s memory! If we want to find out the true identity of the mastermind behind the scenes, 

we need to find more clues!” 

It was clear that the contents of the shocking scheme and the identity of the mastermind behind it could 

no longer be investigated. 

At least, the clues at hand were not enough to find out the truth. 

Fortunately, the mastermind’s goal was to replace mother Nuwa! Therefore, the focus of the conspiracy 

was definitely concentrated in the heaven realm. 

Right now, Chen Xiaobei was in the human world. It was impossible for him to confront the enemy 

directly, so there was no need to gather people to investigate. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei would have to give lady Nuwa a heads up later. 

Even mother Nuwa would probably be caught off guard if she were to be schemed against by the people 

closest to her and most trusted to her. 

“I’ve finished explaining the situation in the heaven realm!” 

“In the human world, Lu Yue had to help another person besides the spider demon,” six-eared macaque 

continued.”Deng Jie Yu!” 

“The reason why I want to help Deng Jie Yu is because I need this woman to stabilize tu xingsun! As for 

why Deng junyu reincarnated, in fact, it was also because he was afraid of leaving behind his grandson!” 

“I’m afraid that Liu Sun will betray the clan of enlightenment, and I’m afraid that I can’t hide it from my 

own personal disciple, tu xingsun. Therefore, ju liusun wanted to pull tu xingsun into his group. Earth 

traveler sun did agree, but I didn’t dare to believe it. ” 

“In order to completely control tu xingsun, ju liusun forced Deng Jie Yu to reincarnate, and her life was 

controlled by a member of the demon race! In this way, if tu xingsun dares to betray us, Deng Jie Yu will 

lose her life.” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes turned cold. 



When he first met Deng junyu, Chen Xiaobei had already guessed that this woman’s reincarnation was a 

huge conspiracy. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not expect that Deng junyu was not involved in the conspiracy. She was only 

used as a bargaining chip to threaten tu xingsun. 

No wonder when Chen Xiaobei contacted tu xingsun, he did not dare to reveal anything. He was afraid 

that Deng junyu would be in danger. 

“Wait a moment!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed and he said, ” “It seems that Deng Jie Yu is the most important clue 

to find out the whole conspiracy!” 

“Deng junyu?” 

this woman is just a bargaining chip! six-eared macaque was confused. she doesn’t know anything! 

What can we find out with her?” 

“It’s very simple!” Chen Xiaobei said. Earth traveler sun was obedient because he was worried about 

Deng Jie Yu’s safety! If I can ensure Deng Jie Yu’s safety! Earth traveler sun will definitely be willing to 

tell me the entire plot!” 

yes, this is indeed a solution … But the problem is, it’s easier said than done … 

“If we want Deng Jie Yu to be safe, we have to get rid of her master!” Six-eared macaque said. However, 

the identity of the master of her contract is extremely mysterious. We can’t guess it at all! Even if we 

can guess it, we can’t go to the heaven realm to kill people!” 

“Stupid!” 

Chen Xiaobei glared at her and said, ” as long as we find out who that person is, we can ask Mother 

Nuwa to take action. Isn’t it as easy as killing a fly?! 

“Yeah!” it’s all because of mother Nuwa! six-eared macaque’s eyes lit up. she won’t just sit back and do 

nothing! 

“This makes things very simple!” “I’ll get someone to look for Deng Jie Yu now!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

Then, we’ll start from her and follow the clues to find out the whole thing!” 

[ bro bei, you’re so wise! ] Six-eared macaque was impressed. 

by the way, you said that the life-demanding heavenly armor in my hand was a replica made by Lu Yue? 

” Chen Xiaobei changed the topic and asked, ” “How many copies have you made? Who did you give 

them to?” 
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It was obvious that the life-demanding heavenly centipede was not an ordinary poisonous creature. 

Even Lu Yue could not copy as many as he wanted. There must be a reasonable amount. 

Moreover, each of the three Spider demons had a life-threatening heavenly centipede. This way, he 

could calculate the number of their accomplices based on the total number. 

If he could tell them who his accomplices were, then Chen Xiaobei’s target would be completely locked 

in. 

As the saying goes, the one who strikes first is the stronger one, the one who strikes later will suffer! 

As long as he could lock onto the three Spider demon’s allies, Chen Xiaobei would be able to take the 

initiative and kill them all before the enemy could make a move. This way, bei Xuan faction’s losses 

would be reduced to zero! 

This was without a doubt the best result. 

“Lu Yue has made 18 copies of the life-demanding heavenly phoenixes!” 

“Seven of them were given to the boss of the seven Spider demons, red spider!” Six-eared macaque 

said. The other 11 were all given to Lady White bone! She’s also the demon that Sun Wukong killed!” 

white bone Spirit!? 

the earth-god Realm is getting more and more lively! The earth-god Realm is rising in numbers! All sorts 

of evil people are popping up! 

“It’s not just monsters! There are also many fierce human generals!” 

the members of the tribe of humanity under the Taishang Laojun have chosen many human ghosts to 

reincarnate during the winter solstice festival. They have also guided them to find opportunities and 

inheritances. Many of them have already become peak earth level deities! 

“Lu Yue once looked for Tang emperor Li Shiming. He wanted him to join forces with Shen Gongbao to 

deal with bro bei! However, Li Shiming didn’t agree to it. He only said that he would deal with bro bei 

himself!” 

“What? Even Li Shi Min has appeared?” 

“According to the story of Journey to the West, Li Shiming and Tang Seng are sworn brothers … Why is 

this guy here to deal with me?” Don’t tell me he’s bringing Li Bai and Du Fu …” 

I think it’s for Wu Zetian’s reincarnation … six-eared macaque said. that’s what Lu Yue guessed, but he 

didn’t ask. After all, even if he asked Li Shiming, he wouldn’t tell Lu Yue! 

what??? ” 

‘Li Shiming! How dare he try to get his hands on my Qingcheng!’ He was courting death! You’re courting 

death!” 

In history, Wu Zetian was a talented person during Li Shiming’s reign. 



However, Wu Zetian had been a talented person for 12 years, and Li Shiming had never pampered her 

even once. 

It was only after crown prince Li Zhi ascended the throne that Wu Zetian was accepted into the harem. 

This was the reason for the strong Rise of the Empress of a generation, Tian Jiao. 

Even if they wanted to snatch it, it should be Li Zhi! 

Furthermore, Wu Zetian had already chosen to reincarnate. Once she drank the granny Meng soup, she 

cut off all ties with her previous life! 

Reincarnated and reborn, growing from the purest baby to an adult, clean and pure! 

If the Lee family still dared to come and take Chen Xiaobei away, they would be considered 

unreasonable and Chen Xiaobei would not let them off so easily! 

bro bei, don’t let the feelings between a man and a woman get in the way! 

“Wu Zetian and Li Zhi have already reincarnated into their own lives,” six-eared macaque said.”They 

have nothing to do with their previous lives!” Li Shiming definitely didn’t come to snatch Wu Zetian’s 

reincarnation for the sake of love! It’s very likely that it’s for some great opportunity!” 

a great opportunity!? what do you mean? ” Chen Xiaobei frowned. are you saying that there’s a huge 

fortune in Qingcheng? ” 

“It’s very possible!” 

Li Shiming was an Overlord when he was alive, ” six-eared macaque said. he was cultivating in the 

underworld after his death, and after he was reincarnated, he was taught by a true immortal. His vision 

and state of mind have long since transcended the mortal world! 

“Other than a great opportunity, Lu Yue and I can’t think of any other reason that would make Li 

Shiming want to be the reincarnation of Wu Zetian, even if he doesn’t want to be your enemy!” 

“That makes sense!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and calmed down. 

The Grand Supreme elderly Lord advocated the rule of inaction and did not have strict restrictions on 

the people under his banner, allowing them to choose their own positions. 

To put it bluntly, this was the way a fence-sitter did things. The wind was strong there, so he poured in 

that direction. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei was in the limelight in the human world, according to the way the tribe of 

humanity did things, Li Shiming should be on Chen Xiaobei’s side! 

Why did he still want to be Chen Xiaobei’s enemy? 

There was no enmity! The only reason was profit! 

Furthermore, it was a huge and important benefit! 

if that’s the case, then I’ll have to make a careful plan … I can’t let Li Shiming succeed, and I have to pry 

the secret of the opportunity from him! 



Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as his mind whirred. He had already started to plan a simple scheme. 

After a while, Chen Xiaobei took out his phone and called dugu zang Xian. 

Immortal dugu zang was extremely busy, and the call ended after a few simple sentences. 

Of course, what Chen Xiaobei wanted her to help him with was not difficult. He just needed her to use 

the nine nether platform’s Information Network to find Deng junyu, red spider, White Bone Demon, and 

Li Shiming! 

Dugu zang Xian agreed immediately. He asked Chen Xiaobei to text her the details of the group and then 

wait for the news. 

Chen Xiaobei did not know the details, so he asked six-eared macaque to write the message. 

In Lu Yue’s memory, Deng Jie Yu, red spider, Li Shi Ming, he could clearly describe their figures, 

appearances, and even the areas they often appeared in. 

As for the details of the white bone Spirit, even Lu Yue couldn’t tell. 

He only knew that this woman was extremely good at disguising herself. Every time Lu Yue saw her, she 

had a different appearance. 

Therefore, there was only one detail about the white bone Demon in the text message. The last time she 

appeared, it was in the periphery of the heavenly prison, one of the seven forbidden places in the earth-

god Realm! 

“The heavenly prison realm …” 

“What kind of place is that?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Six-eared macaque shook his head and said, ” I’m not sure. Lu Yue has only been to the outer area, and 

he’s still millions of miles away from entering the prison. 

“Whatever. I’m going to find Fang longqi next!” he must have found out a lot about the seven forbidden 

grounds! Chen Xiaobei said. 

Six-eared macaque nodded and said, ” Oh right, bro bei, there’s something important in Lu Yue’s 

memory! 

“Speak!” Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down. 

three days later, on the East Sea, an earth immortal personally selected by the heavenly Lord Yuanshi 

will cross the Tribulation and ascend! 

Six-eared macaque said,”Shen Gongbao and Lu Yue wanted to go and see if they could get any 

opportunities!” However, Shen Gongbao’s physical body was destroyed after the fiasco at The Omen 

Ridge. I’m not sure if he will still go there.” 

transcend the Tribulation and ascend?! 



Chen Xiaobei was excited. “This is an opportunity to broaden my horizons! I don’t care if Shen Gongbao 

is going or not, I’m going to take a look! By the way, who was that earth level deity? He was actually 

chosen by the old primordial thief!” 
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 “Speaking of this ancient celestial, you have some connection with him!” 

Six-eared macaque composed himself and said in a deep voice, ” “She’s Holy Mother Jin Ling, the second 

disciple of Tong Tian Saint of the Jie sect!” 

“Holy Mother Jin Ling?” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. “In the ancient legends on earth, the gold spirit Holy 

Mother was an extremely powerful existence! He might even be able to enter the ranks of first-rate 

quasi-sages!” 

“That’s right!” 

Six-eared macaque nodded and said, ” “Holy Mother Jin Ling is indeed extremely powerful. In the Jie 

sect, Tongtian Saint is the most powerful, abundant treasures Daoist is second, and Holy Mother Jin Ling 

is third! This is the publicly acknowledged ranking of the Three Realms!” 

“In the last immeasurable catastrophe, the clan of Enlightenment’s twelve golden Immortals, Manjushri 

heavenly Lord Guangfa, Samantabhadra, and Daoist zihang, the three shameless ones, joined forces 

with the Holy Mother of gold spirit! In the end, he was beaten by the Golden Spirit Holy Mother until he 

couldn’t even raise his head!” 

“After that, the three gold Immortals released three divine beasts with similar cultivation bases to them-

the Indigo Lion, the white elephant, and the Golden Luan! It was equivalent to six gold Immortals 

besieging Holy Mother gold spirit! In the end, we barely managed to fight to a draw!” 

“He fought six golden Immortals alone! From this, it could be seen that the strength of the gold spirit 

Holy Mother was simply powerful to the point of being terrifying! If it wasn’t for the despicable and 

shameless dipamkara Daoist who was ambushing us, the gold spirit Holy Mother wouldn’t have died in 

battle!” 

At this point, six-eared macaque’s face clearly showed his contempt for dipamkara Daoist and the clan 

of enlightenment. At the same time, it was full of respect and pity for the Golden Spirit Holy Mother. 

He had fought six golden Immortals alone! 

With such a terrifying battle record, Saint mother gold spirit could be considered the strongest female 

immortal below the Saints! 

that old primordial thief is smart. He actually chose my second Senior Sister! 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows. He was a little unhappy, but more than that, he was worried. in this 

case, if I want second Senior Sister to regain her freedom, I can only force the old primordial spirit 

contract to be terminated or kill him completely! 

“Kill … Primal …” 
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Six-eared macaque took a deep breath and said, ” “The heavenly path sages are immortal. Since the 

primordial chaos, there has never been a precedent of a heavenly path Sage dying …” 

“If there’s no precedent, then I’ll set one!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s dark eyes glowed with an unquestionable dominance. “No matter what, I will definitely 

let second Senior Sister regain her freedom! If he doesn’t, I’ll make him the first heavenly path Sage to 

fall!” 

“BOOM!” 

Before the six-eared macaque could say anything, a loud clap of thunder came from the sky! 

If it was a cloudy day, it was normal to have Thunder. 

But at this moment, the sky was clear and cloudless! 

There was no doubt that this sudden clap of thunder was not a natural Thunderbolt, but a warning from 

the heavenly Dao! 

“Bro bei … You just angered the heavenly Dao … Heavenly Lord Yuanshi is a Supreme Saint recognized by 

the heavenly Dao! Furthermore, he is the winner of the previous immeasurable catastrophe!” 

Six-eared macaque’s body trembled, and his eyes were filled with shock.”From the end of the last 

cultivation tribulation until today, heavenly Lord Yuanshi has always been the representative of the 

heavenly way! He’s the Supreme ruler of the Three Realms. Even the Grand Supreme elderly Lord and 

the prime of Tongtian are slightly inferior to him!” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and asked, ” “So you’re saying that the heavenly Dao will protect that 

old primordial thief?” 

“To be more precise, the heavenly Dao will protect every single heavenly Dao Sage! This is because 

these people are all personally acknowledged by the heavenly Dao!” 

yes! six-eared macaque nodded and said, ” as long as the seven heavenly path sages don’t do anything 

that goes against the heavenly path, the heavenly path will continue to protect them! Because of this, 

the heavenly path’s Sage’s luck is unparalleled and his fate energy is endless!” 

“In the infinite cataclysm, any living being below the heavenly path Sage can die! Only the heavenly 

path’s Saints are immortal and live forever!” 

among the Seven Sages of the heavenly way, the one that the heavenly way values the most is, of 

course, the ancestor of the way, Hongjun! Six-eared macaque continued. 

“There are rumors that the Dao ancestor is the heavenly Dao! There were also rumors that the Dao 

ancestor pursued the will of the heavenly Dao and was called a ‘heavenly Dao Deacon’! However, no 

matter which legend is true, the Dao ancestor is the first Sage of the Three Realms!” 

“Below the Dao ancestor, the person the heavenly Dao values the most is naturally the heavenly Lord 

Yuanshi! After all, this old fellow has been the representative of the heavenly Dao ever since he won the 

last immeasurable cultivation tribulation. On the surface, he’s in control of the Three Realms!” 



“Not only must the heavenly Dao protect heavenly Lord Yuanshi, but it must also maintain his dignity! 

This was equivalent to protecting the dignity of the heavenly Dao itself! If everyone dares to look down 

on the heavenly Lord Yuanshi, the heavenly way will naturally lose face!” 

After all, six-eared macaque had lived in the heaven realm before. He also had Lu Yue’s memories in his 

mind, so he had a deeper understanding of the heavenly Dao. He also knew more about the hidden 

rules. 

I understand what you mean … Chen Xiaobei said, ” “There are only two ways to trample on the 

primordial thief! The first was to defeat him in this measureless cataclysm and become a person that the 

heavenly Dao valued more! The second …” 

Chen Xiaobei paused. 

“Hiss …” 

Six-eared macaque gasped. His pupils contracted.”Bro bei! You can’t just say that …” 

Chen Xiaobei was as calm as ever, and his state of mind was strengthened to a whole new level. 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” “The second is to become enemies with the heavenly Dao! To defy the 

heavens!” 

“BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!” 

As soon as he said that, three terrifying thunders burst out in the sky! 

The deafening sound was so loud that it shook the entire space. It was as if a ferocious beast was 

charging at Chen Xiaobei! 

“Uh …” 

The six-eared macaque’s body trembled. It covered its ears with its hands. Its face was as pale as a sheet 

of paper. It looked extremely uncomfortable. Its eyes were cloudy, and it almost fainted from the 

terrifying Thunder. 

“Heh, what great prestige!” 

But at the same time, Chen Xiaobei stood there proudly, his expression unchanged. Although there was 

blood at the corner of his mouth, the evil smile on his face did not even tremble! 

The heavenly Dao was extremely powerful! There was no doubt about this! 

But Chen Xiaobei was not afraid! 

This was because the strong and weak could be made up for with time. 

As long as he did not die, Chen Xiaobei would continue to improve. If the heavens did not allow him to 

do so, he would go against them! 

“Bro bei … You’re hurt! take your medicine and rest. Don’t let your thoughts run wild … six-eared 

macaque said worriedly. 



“It’s fine!” 

Chen Xiaobei slowly twisted the ring and said, ” I’m going to cultivate. Three days later, I’ll go and watch 

second Senior sister’s tribulation! 
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After that, Chen Xiaobei returned to the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

On the bloodspring planet, there were 100 billion hell demons, one billion immortal demons, and 30 

million gold-armored mysterious spiders. It became very lively all of a sudden. 

The Seven Demon Lords of Hell and the Golden-armored Spider Emperor also became friends. They ate, 

drank, had fun, and sparred with each other. Every day was more fulfilling than before. 

Of course, they were also carrying out the tasks that Chen Xiaobei had given them seriously. 

That was to teach the demons the rules and build a new belief and civilization from scratch. 

Of course, this was not something that could be achieved overnight. It had to be slowly sacrificed over 

time and changed subtly. 

Without a doubt, this would be an extremely long process. 

But if he could succeed, it would bring Chen Xiaobei great benefits. 

As the saying goes, you reap what you sow! 

The effort he put in now would definitely bear substantial fruits in the future! 

…… 

He arrived at the place where the divine blood Bodhi tree was planted. 

Chen Xiaobei activated his golden gaze fiery eyes and observed the situation. 

The blood Kirin’s blood essence had been nourished by the spirit Qi, and it had now become a blood-

colored seed. It had even sprouted half a centimeter. 

This change was very gratifying. 

However, it was clear that there was still a long way to go before this little bud could grow into a 

towering tree. 

the next step is to find Emperor River, subdue the three divine items, and completely upgrade the 

sunlight cache! 

Chen Xiaobei took out the sunlight cache, and when he held it in his hand, he was even more eager to 

upgrade this magical item. 
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The blood Bodhi Divine Tree, the chaos Green Lotus seed, and the heavens-killing tyrant body technique 

were three things that were of utmost importance to Chen Xiaobei. He needed the divine sunlight cache 

to complete them quickly. 

Furthermore, the six-eared macaque had obtained a lot of information about the enemy from Lu Yue’s 

memories! 

Other than Shen Gongbao, the other reincarnated ancient Celestials of the clan of enlightenment saw 

Chen Xiaobei as a thorn in their flesh! 

On the human sect’s side, Li Shimin had his eyes on the Martial Emperor’s opportunity, and all his fierce 

generals were eyeing it covetously! 

On the demon side, ju liusun was colluding with the mysterious Sage-to-be of the demon race. The 

seven Spider demons and the white bone demons had all surfaced! 

In addition, the Western religious sect, the demonic sect, and the Shura sect were all hiding in the dark. 

The cultivation tribulation was coming, and none of them were easy to deal with! 

Chen Xiaobei still had a lot of challenges to face before he could ascend. 

The main point was that behind these challenges, there were true immortals from the heaven realm! 

The level of danger and difficulty far exceeded the top ten forces in the earth-god Realm. 

If Chen Xiaobei wanted to overcome all these obstacles, to overcome the heavenly Tribulation, and to 

knock open the door to heaven, he had to become stronger. He had to become stronger as quickly as 

possible. 

Upgrading the sunlight cache had become Chen Xiaobei’s top priority. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had already asked Fang longqi to investigate the seven Forbidden Lands. By then, 

Chen Xiaobei would be able to guess if the eternal holy water and the sun monarch crystal were in the 

forbidden land of death! 

If there was! 

Naturally, Chen Xiaobei would go all out and succeed at all costs! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not in a hurry to act. He would cultivate for three days, and after he had 

seen Saint mother Golden Spirit’s tribulation, he could go to Fang longqi. 

“Poseidon! Come over and help me activate my magic treasure!” 

Chen Xiaobei threw the sunlight cache to Poseidon, took out a large number of spiritual stones, and sat 

down to meditate. He started to practice the Scripture of heaven and earth. 

Poseidon was known as the sea god, but in reality, he was a coward. 

After he was planted with the seed of the demonic god tribulation curse, he had completely turned into 

a dog, obeying Chen Xiaobei’s every word and showing him absolute respect. 

…… 



Time flew by. 

Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation lasted for 56 hours, which was a total of 3333 minutes. 

Under the sunlight cache, it would be 3333 days, 80000 hours. 

His combat power would increase by 100 points every hour. With the addition of the level-nine heavenly 

path cultivation Halo, he would gain a total of 80 million points! 

[ding Yingluo’s cultivation base: peak of nascent Soul Stage. Lifespan: 184240, physique: 150 million, 

combat power: 340 million, primordial spirit attack: Saint level! 

With the help of the level 6 heavenly Dao life Halo, this breakthrough had given Chen Xiaobei an 

additional 100000 years of life! 

“Phew …” 

Chen Xiaobei exhaled a breath of pure white air and opened his eyes. His whole body was full of energy, 

different from his usual cultivation. 

“Master … You …” 

Poseidon stopped the sunlight cache and said in shock, ” “How did you do it? His cultivation and dharma 

body had both improved! This … This is too strange …” 

“What do you mean?” Chen Xiaobei frowned. He was dumbfounded by Poseidon’s words. 

“You didn’t know?” 

Poseidon’s face twisted, and he said with confusion, ” “Cultivation and Dharmakaya must be cultivated 

and improved separately. This is common knowledge in cultivation. It’s impossible that you don’t know 

this …” 

“Uh … I really don’t know.” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

the Dharmakaya is the same as the primordial spirit strange fire. They are both subsidiary special 

abilities under the corresponding realm! 

Poseidon composed himself and said, ” cultivators in the God-Ascension realm can spend more time and 

spiritual energy to cultivate primordial spirit strange fire in addition to cultivation. If a Yuanying stage 

xiuzhe wants to cultivate a Dharmakaya, they must also cultivate in another way!” 

“And just now, while you were cultivating, the strength of your avatar was also increasing! This was 

completely illogical! This is the first time I’ve seen such a situation! If I didn’t see it with my own eyes, I 

wouldn’t have believed it even if you beat me to death!” 

Poseidon’s eyes widened as if he had seen a ghost. It was obvious that his three views had been 

refreshed. 

so, you’re saying that ordinary people need to go through two steps to increase their cultivation and 

strengthen their Dharmakaya. They need to spend twice the amount of spiritual Qi and time. But I 

combined the two steps into one. That saves me twice the amount of time and spiritual Qi! 



Poseidon nodded and said, ” “Yes, yes, yes! This was what he meant! Otherwise, I wouldn’t be so 

shocked!” 

that’s amazing … Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. 

Now that he thought about it, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation and the witch dragon’s flame were indeed 

raised separately! 

If he wanted to upgrade the witch Dragon heavenly flame, he would need to consume extra Heaven 

Earth spiritual aura! 

But now, Chen Xiaobei did not need to use any extra energy to upgrade his Dharmakaya! 

This was definitely great news! 

if I’m not wrong, this must be the credit of the ‘phaseless chaos celestial body’! 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and said, ” “What kind of status does Taiyi have? The techniques he passed on to 

me must be at the very top of the Three Realms! Perhaps this is one of the benefits of this cultivation 

technique!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up with excitement. “Apart from that, there’s an even greater benefit to this 

cultivation technique …” 
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Taiyi once said that when practicing the phaseless chaos celestial body, as long as the strength of the 

celestial body increases by a major realm, it can devour a new thing, thus making the celestial body 

stronger and stronger! 

 ” that’s right! Chen Xiaobei said excitedly, ” and now, the strength of my Dharmakaya will increase with 

my cultivation. That means that once I break through to 5-star earth-god, my Dharmakaya will also 

increase by one level! 

“At that time, I can devour new things! He wondered what the avatar would look like. How powerful 

would he become? I’m looking forward to it just thinking about it!” 

“Uh … Master, what are you mumbling about?” Poseidon did not understand what Chen Xiaobei meant. 

He could not imagine the mystery of the formless chaos Dharmakaya. 

“You won’t understand even if I tell you. Just stay here obediently!” Chen Xiaobei kept the sunlight 

cache and left the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

After more than 50 hours of cultivation, there was only half a day left before fairy goldspirit’s tribulation. 

Chen Xiaobei had to get there immediately. 

With six-eared macaque, Chen Xiaobei went through the portal and arrived at a main city near the East 

Sea. 
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This was the Xuanyuan family’s territory, so Chen Xiaobei could move about freely. 

However, once they left the coastal waters and entered the core of the East Sea, the situation would be 

completely out of the control of the Xuanyuan family. 

At this time, they could only rely on Lu Yue’s memory to get to the specific location. 

“Bro bei! We must be careful! There might be many enemies coming today! If we’re discovered, we’ll be 

surrounded!” 

“And we can’t get too close!” Six-eared macaque said nervously. The power of the heavenly Tribulation 

was very fierce, and it also had a special special ability! If we’re injured by the shockwaves, the 

consequences will be unimaginable!” 

“I know … You’ve said these words 800 times on the way here!” Chen Xiaobei nodded helplessly. 

Who would have thought that the usually carefree and unruly six-eared macaque would suddenly 

become so wishy-washy and cautious today? he kept nagging at Chen Xiaobei so much that Chen 

Xiaobei’s ears were getting calluses. 

However, the changes in the six-eared macaque also meant that today’s situation was going to be very 

dangerous! 

The danger brought by the enemy! The danger brought by the heavenly Tribulation! All of them could 

threaten the lives of Chen Xiaobei and six-eared macaque! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not stupid. He would not underestimate his enemy. 

The five men and four horses in the dark Dragon tomb and the three Spider demons in Saint Duke’s 

ruins had almost killed Chen Xiaobei. 

These enemies were even more terrifying than the top ten overlords of the earth-god Realm. 

Chen Xiaobei would not underestimate his enemy unless he was kicked in the head by a donkey. 

During this period of cultivation, the witch Dragon Flame and the chaos Blood Sword had both 

successfully reached the level of a nine-star earth-god. 

The 60 billion superior-grade spiritual energy in the Dragon’s edge was ready to go. At the crucial 

moment, he still had his master-protecting puppet and earth escape immortal Gu to save his life. 

In the Meru space, Zi Yuan, Inferno spirit, Xuan po, and rebirth ghost king were ready to join the battle 

at any time. 

The demonic tribe and the spiders in the verdant Emperor divine gourd were also Chen Xiaobei’s hidden 

trump cards, especially the 30 million gold-armored mystique spiders. They could block the attack of a 

three-star heaven-immortal instrument at a critical moment. 

There was no doubt that although Chen Xiaobei appeared to be frivolous on the surface, he was actually 

fully armed and ready for today’s special day. 



Of course, it was also because he had so many powerful cards that Chen Xiaobei had the right to be 

frivolous and relaxed! 

“Bro bei! you have to be careful … the six-eared macaque was really nervous, and it didn’t take long 

before he had to remind him again. 

“Stop!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s head ached and he quickly changed the topic. “Let’s talk about serious business! When 

other people transcended their tribulations, there was never a fixed time when the heavenly Tribulation 

would descend! Why can Holy Mother Jin Ling determine the time and place of the Tribulation?” 

Six-eared macaque composed himself and said, ” “Normally, after reaching the peak of the nine stars 

tribulation stage, one’s cultivation would no longer increase in the slightest, and they could only wait for 

the heavenly Tribulation to descend! I can’t control when or where it will descend!” 

“However, some people can go one step further and reach the half-step heaven immortal realm after 

reaching the peak of the nine-star Heavenly Tribulation! This kind of person, in essence, did not belong 

to the human world! Only by hiding in an independent space can you avoid the heavenly Tribulation!” 

“As soon as they come out of the independent space and enter the human realm, they will be rejected 

by the human realm and directly trigger the nine heaven Thunder tribulation! Or, he could successfully 

transcend the Tribulation and ascend to the immortal world! Or turn into ashes and disappear from the 

human world!” 

half-step … Heaven immortal!? Chen Xiaobei was surprised. “You mean, the gold spirit Holy Mother is a 

half-step heaven immortal? It all depends on when she appears in the human realm!” 

“Right!” 

Six-eared macaque nodded and said, ” “In fact, it’s not just the Golden Spirit Holy Mother! In Lu Yue’s 

memory, many powerful reincarnated ancient Immortals had reached the half-step heaven immortal 

realm and could cross the Tribulation at any time!” 

no way … Chen Xiaobei was shocked. He did not expect this to happen.”There’s more than one half-step 

heaven immortal in the human world! Then why didn’t they go through the Tribulation? Are you waiting 

for something?” 

there are naturally reasons for not transcending the Tribulation. They are either waiting for an 

opportunity, waiting for the heavenly realm’s arrangement, or planning something … There are all kinds 

of reasons! 

“For example, Rahu, Taiyi, and Emperor Jiang would have ascended to the heavenly realm if they 

wanted to,” six-eared macaque said. However, their decision had to be in accordance with the will of the 

master of the contract! That’s why they don’t want to break through to the half-step sky immortal realm 

before they see bro bei!” 

“You can intentionally not break through this realm?” Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

“Of course you can!” 



there are many powerful ancient Immortals in Lu Yue’s memories, ” six-eared macaque said. they 

suppressed their cultivation to complete some tasks in the human world! 

“The world is so big, there are really all kinds of strange things!” Chen Xiaobei sighed,’it’s harder than 

ascending to heaven for me to break through a major realm! These guys can actually suppress their 

cultivation and not break through … It’s really infuriating to compare people …” 

“Bro bei, you don’t need to compete with them!” 

no! six-eared macaque said embarrassedly, ” those ancient Immortals who had the ability to suppress 

their cultivation were all super powerful figures who dominated a heavenly region when they were 

alive! For them, the breakthrough to the earth level deity realm was like one plus one. They all know the 

answer, it’s just a matter of whether they’re willing to answer.” 

that’s right … They’re all first-tier ancient Celestials, and I’m just a mortal … Chen Xiaobei sighed.”If only I 

could break through to the next realm as I please like them, how great would that be …” 

“Boom boom boom …” 

At this moment, thunder and lightning suddenly rumbled in the distant sky. Black clouds gathered, and 

countless huge water columns that looked like flood Dragons surged up from the sea! 

“Bro bei!” Six-eared macaque shuddered and said nervously, ” the place where Saint mother gold spirit 

is undergoing her tribulation is right in front! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3119 

3119 Defying the heavens and the Dao 

“Is … Is the Tribulation about to start?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were filled with curiosity and shock. 

The rumbling Thunder in the distant sky and the soaring water dragons in the ocean almost covered a 

huge domain of tens of millions of miles. Their power and momentum were far beyond that of ordinary 

heaven immortal artifacts. 

Even from a distance, Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was shaken. If it were any other person, they would 

have been scared out of their wits! 

“It hasn’t started yet!” 

Six-eared macaque shook his head and said, ” “At this moment, the gold spirit Holy Mother had just 

come out from the independent space and caused the rejection of the human realm! The heavenly 

phenomenon in the distance was only the prelude to the heavenly Tribulation! When the heavenly 

Tribulation truly comes, it will be countless times more terrifying than this!” 

“This … This is just the prelude? It’s simply unbelievable!” 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked and asked, ” “Liu er, weren’t you very nervous just now? Why did he 

suddenly calm down? 
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“I’m calm because I came from the heaven realm. The heavenly Tribulation is nothing to me!” 

 ” I was nervous just now because I was worried about being surrounded by the enemy, ” six-eared 

macaque said calmly. or, bro bei, you didn’t control your distance and accidentally entered the range of 

the Tribulation! With our current cultivation, we’ll be dead before the heavenly Tribulation!” 

“Are you saying that the heavenly Tribulation will attack indiscriminately? Not just against the Golden 

Spirit Holy Mother?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“That’s for sure!”  ” the Tribulation covers an entire area, ” six-eared macaque explained. within this 

area, everything will be seen as the gold spirit Holy mother’s help. Naturally, they will be attacked by the 

Tribulation! 

The six-eared macaque’s eyes were filled with fear. 

There was no doubt that if Chen Xiaobei accidentally entered the divine retribution realm, the 

consequences would be unimaginable. 

“Looks like we’re quite lucky! At this moment, we are at an absolutely safe distance, and there doesn’t 

seem to be any enemies around. You should be at ease now, right?” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and focused on the phenomenon in front of him, observing the 

progress of the heavenly Tribulation. 

Without a doubt, this experience would be extremely valuable! 

In the future, whether it was Chen Xiaobei’s own tribulation, or his friends and disciples ‘tribulations, 

this experience would be of great help to him. 

“By the way, Liu er, you mentioned before that Shen Gongbao and Lu Yue wanted to come here to seek 

for opportunities! Also, you’ve been worried that many enemies will appear here! I’m sure these 

enemies are also here for the opportunity!” 

Chen Xiaobei observed the prelude of the heavenly Tribulation and asked curiously, ” “What kind of 

opportunity is that? It can even attract many reincarnated ancient Immortals?” 

yes! six-eared macaque said. once the Tribulation is successful, the door to heaven will open for a short 

period of time! When the time comes, some immortal Qi, divine light, or low-level celestial immortal 

items might descend!” 

“These things are unique existences in the human world! If the reincarnated ancient immortal still wants 

to stay in the human world, then obtaining these opportunities is equivalent to obtaining more 

bargaining chips in the human world!” 

“I see!” 

Chen Xiaobei suddenly had a bold idea. “If there really is an opportunity, then, when the gate of heaven 

realm opens, the closer one is, the higher the possibility of getting the opportunity! Am I right?” 

“That’s right, but bro bei! Please don’t be rash!” 



Six-eared macaque started to worry again. “The closer we get, the higher the chance we have to obtain 

an opportunity! However, the corresponding danger would also be greater! Once the nine Heavens 

lightning tribulation strikes down, bro bei, you won’t be able to stop it even if you use the demonic 

Dragon tribulation!” 

“It can’t be …” 

what?! Chen Xiaobei was in disbelief. the Dragon’s edge contains 60 billion high-grade spiritual Qi. It can 

unleash the power of a one-star mid-stage heaven immortal. If even the Dragon’s edge can’t withstand 

it, what other power in the earth-god Realm can withstand it? ” 

“Bro bei, you’re wrong! The strength of the heavenly Tribulation is not fixed!” 

Six-eared macaque composed himself and explained, ” “Heavenly tribulations are the manifestation of 

the will of the great path, and their power can be infinite! The immeasurable catastrophe was the most 

powerful Heavenly Tribulation! Simply put, as long as the heavenly Tribulation wants someone dead, 

that person will definitely not be able to live!” 

“However, the original intention of the heavenly Tribulation is not to kill, but to test! As long as you can 

pass the test, you will be baptized and transform from a mortal body to a divine fetus with an immortal 

body. You will step into the heavenly realm and become a celestial immortal!” 

of course, if you can’t pass the test, you’ll be destroyed and turned into ashes. You’ll return to the origin 

of heaven and earth and nourish all living beings! 

“As the saying goes, with the sound of spring thunder, all living things are revived!” 

lightning! six-eared macaque said seriously. lightning breeds new life in the midst of destruction! This 

was the most direct manifestation of the will of the great path! It’s also the reason why the heavenly 

Tribulation can take the form of lightning!” 

Chen Xiaobei pondered for a moment. 

I think I get it now … Chen Xiaobei said.”You mean, the power of the heavenly Tribulation can be infinite 

or infinite! As for the specific situation, it depends on the person undergoing the Tribulation, and the 

power will be different!” 

“Right!” 

of course! six-eared macaque nodded. those who worship the heavenly Dao and receive merits will 

naturally be blessed by the heavenly Dao, and the power of the heavenly Tribulation will be greatly 

reduced! And for those who are evil and go against the heavens, the power of the heavenly Tribulation 

will increase greatly!” 

“Just like when Houyi shot down the sun and the Qin Emperor unified the world, they didn’t even need 

to go through the tribulations with the blessings of the nine human emperors! The heavenly court 

followed the will of the heavenly Dao and directly sent them the immortal medicine!” 

“And for those extremely evil great demons, the heavenly Tribulation will give them the same 

punishment as how many sins they have committed in their lives! The so-called five-blow-Thunderstruck 

is a Heavenly Tribulation aimed at the most evil of people!” 



“I understand …” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and asked, ” “I’ve never done anything wrong, and punishing evil and promoting 

good is my principle in dealing with people. If the heavenly Tribulation has a spirit, it should be kind to 

me! How can you not even be able to resist the Dragon’s edge?” 

bro bei, it’s because you’ve decided to get rid of the primitive world and even become the enemy of the 

heavenly Dao … 

“Heaven-defying!” Six-eared macaque said, embarrassed. Defying Dao! To the heavenly Dao, this was 

the most, most, most extreme evil! Even five lightning strikes are not enough to punish you. I’m afraid 

that the Golden lightning of the heavens and the silver lightning of the earth are the divine tribulations 

that you’re going to face, bro bei!” 

“Heavenly punishment? The earth annihilation?” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ” “Going against the heavens and the Dao means being struck down by 

the heavens and destroyed by the earth? If I can’t even withstand the Dragon’s tribulation, how am I 

supposed to face it?” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3120: sudden arrival of a powerful enemy 

 “Bro bei, don’t be nervous. As the saying goes, there’s a policy at the top and a countermeasure at the 

bottom! Even the fiendish demons and the Sorcerer tribe, who were regarded as the nemesis of the 

heavenly court, had the chance to ascend to the heavenly Demon Realm! Of course, you can too!” 

Six-eared macaque quickly comforted Chen Xiaobei and explained, ” “Although you had the idea of 

going against the heavens and the Dao, you didn’t do it in the end! Besides, the Thunderbolts from the 

nine Heavens have already punished you! As long as you acknowledge your mistakes and change, the 

heavenly Dao will naturally not make things difficult for you!” 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. He remembered the terrifying sound of thunder. Even from far away, the 

sound of thunder could cause internal injuries to his body. If the real Thunder had struck him, he would 

have been reduced to ashes! 

Of course, the heavenly Tribulation was the manifestation of the will of the heavens. Since the heavens 

had already punished Chen Xiaobei, the karma this time was over. 

In other words, as long as Chen Xiaobei did not have any thoughts of going against the will of the 

heavens, the Supreme heavenly axiom would not make things difficult for Chen Xiaobei and it was not 

impossible for him to pass the Tribulation! 

“I understand the logic! However, if I admit defeat now, my Dao heart will not be able to understand, 

and I’m afraid I will not be able to become a saint in the future!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were cold, and there was a strong determination in his dark eyes. 

To put it nicely, if one wanted to successfully transcend the Tribulation, one had to follow the heavenly 

Dao. 
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To put it bluntly, if one wanted to successfully transcend the Tribulation, one had to admit defeat to the 

heavenly Dao! 

In Chen Xiaobei’s dictionary, there was no such thing as cowardice. Even if death was right above his 

head, he would not consider cowardice! 

If he admitted defeat, Chen Xiaobei’s Dao heart that he had been holding on to since the beginning 

would be covered in a haze, and it might even form a knot in his heart. When Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation 

reached a certain level, the inner demon could erupt at any time! 

By then, not only would Chen Xiaobei not be able to become a saint, but he might also be devoured by 

his inner demon. At the very least, he might suffer from Qi deviation, and at the very worst, he might 

have a mental breakdown and die of madness! 

“Bro bei! Don’t let your thoughts run wild!” 

“As you said just now, if the primeval Lord of heaven cooperated, you wouldn’t have to kill him, and you 

wouldn’t have to go against the way of heaven! Therefore, you’re not admitting defeat by giving up on 

the idea of defying the heavens, but you’re just waiting to see how things turn out!” 

you don’t have to make them your enemies! six-eared macaque quickly reminded him. you don’t have 

to make them your imaginary enemies! 

“That’s meaningless. It’ll only add to your troubles and resistance! As for the future, if we really become 

enemies, it won’t be too late to fight then.” 

“Yeah!” 

Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and said, ” “I almost fell into a dead end! In the past, I’ve always 

followed the will of the heavenly Dao to punish evil and promote good, so I may not necessarily have to 

be the enemy of the heavenly Dao in the future!” 

“Yes, yes, yes! Geniuses are not enemies, so you naturally don’t have to defy the heavens, and there’s 

no such thing as admitting defeat!” Six-eared macaque heaved a sigh of relief. He was afraid that Chen 

Xiaobei would make a mistake and cause endless trouble. 

“En!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” “If the heavenly Dao isn’t an enemy, I’ll follow it! If the heavenly Dao is 

my enemy, I will defend my heart and fight against it!” 

this … six-eared macaque took a deep breath. Chen Xiaobei had not given up on going against heaven’s 

will. 

Of course, when Chen Xiaobei was being punished, he was very determined, as if he had already made 

an enemy out of the heavenly axiom. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was speaking in a hypothetical tone. The final result was still uncertain, so the 

heavenly Dao would naturally not give any additional punishment. 



In the end, did Chen Xiaobei follow the will of heaven? Or hold fast to your heart and fight against the 

heavenly Dao? That would all depend on how the situation developed! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

At the same time, the thunderous rumbles in the heavenly Tribulation realm became even louder! 

The dark clouds in the sky became as thick as ink, and the water dragons on the sea’s surface arranged 

themselves in specific positions, gradually forming a huge cage. 

the heavenly Tribulation has already marked the area where Holy Mother Jin Ling is going to undergo 

her tribulation! 

Six-eared macaque’s eyes were wide open. either she succeeds in transcending the Tribulation, or she 

turns into tribulation ash. Otherwise, the gold spirit Holy Mother will never be able to leave this region! 

I’m too far away. I can’t even see where the Holy Mother of gold spirit is, let alone see her actions 

during the Tribulation … Chen Xiaobei frowned and started to move closer to the God’s trial area. 

“Bro bei! Don’t come any closer! If we get too close, our lives will be in danger!” 

Six-eared macaque started to get nervous again. the key is that many people from the clan of 

enlightenment have come. They have occupied the best position long ago. If we go any closer, we might 

run into the enemy! When that time comes, the situation will be out of our control!” 

Without a doubt, the danger of the heavenly Tribulation and the threat of the enemy had always been 

six-eared macaque’s biggest concern. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll be careful!” In order to calm six-eared macaque down, Chen Xiaobei had to be careful 

with his tone, even though he was not afraid. 

However, at this moment, an ear-piercing voice came from not far away. 

“Hehe, I didn’t expect that the famous Taoist master Zhufeng of beixuan would be so timid! It seems like 

it’s just a false reputation!” 

Looking in the direction of the sound, he saw five figures flying over at high speed from the sky behind 

him. 

These people were all flying in the air at a very fast speed. Judging from their speed, they were all peak 

earth Immortals. 

They were so fast that Chen Xiaobei did not even notice them when they were already approaching him. 

[ ding! Reincarnated Yin ghost discovered! Shan Xiongxin! ] 

[ ding! Discovered reincarnated Yin ghost, Qin Yong! ] 

[ ding! Discovered reincarnated ghost, Pei Yuanqing! ] 

[ discovered reincarnated ghost, Wu Tianxi! ] 

[ ding! Discovered reincarnated Yin ghost, Wu yunzhao! ] 



As the five of them approached at high speed, the Three Realms illustrations continuously popped up 

with notifications. 

“Shan Xiongxin? Pei Yuanqing?” 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised. “They are all heroes from the Sui and Tang dynasties! From the looks of it, 

he should be in cahoots with Li Shi Min!” 

“Bro bei, you must be careful! They don’t come with good intentions!”  six-eared macaque immediately 

became nervous. The thing he was most worried about was happening right now. 

“Chen Zhufeng! You’ve come!” Shan Xiongxin was the leader of these five people, and he stood out 

without any hesitation. 

“How did you know I was coming? Furthermore, how do you know my exact location on the vast Eastern 

Sea?” Chen Xiaobei asked in a deep voice. 

Oh, haven’t you heard of the Tang heavenly master Yuan Tiangang? ” 

Shan Xiongxin smiled indifferently and said,”when Wu Zetian was still a commoner, Yuan Tiangang could 

tell with a single glance that this woman would become the Emperor in the future!” It’s easy for Yuan 

Tiangang to figure out your whereabouts!” 

heavenly master of the great Tang!? Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

At the same time, the introduction of these five people popped up in the ” three realms illustrations “. 

Each of them had a well-known name! 


